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command & conquer: renegade was an fps spin-off of the original command & conquer series (originally titled
command & conquer: generals). set in the year 2065, renegade features the return of the generals universe, a

setting that was created by westwood studios in 1994. renegade features a new storyline, characters, and
gameplay elements as it follows the exploits of the allies, a mercenary group formed to bring about the

downfall of the nod government. renegade was released in 2001 on the playstation 2. renegade was a big hit
on the playstation 2, selling 1.2 million copies in its first week of release, and earning a metacritic score of

89/100. renegade was also released on the xbox, xbox 360, and gamecube. renegade was set in the future and
featured many of the same elements as the command & conquer series. it also utilized some new features
such as the ability to control units in first person perspective and use destructible environments to create

hazards. tiberium was the name of an interstellar element discovered by the human scientist miles mander.
tiberium, or tiberium-x in the case of command & conquer, is a highly unstable, radioactive element that can

create vast underground planets. it is the primary ingredient in the development of the tiberium drive, a
technology that can be used to cross the galaxy in a matter of seconds. tiberium is also an all-purpose weapon,

and its use in the development of various weapons of mass destruction can have catastrophic consequences
for the human race. though tiberian sun would never be released, ea, the publisher of the game, released the
tiberian sun collector's edition in august 2007. this release, in addition to the game itself, included a 16-page

color booklet, 20-track cd soundtrack and the dvd with the firestorm expansion and its three multiplayer maps.
the contents also included the original mission briefings, editorials, strategy guides, the fictional gdi and nod

armories, and various other materials. the game's story, according to ea, starts when the ufo crashed and the
subsequent investigation of the wreckage discovered a database within. this spurred nod to commit to the

research of tiberium and the subsequent global conflict. the fate of the two factions would be decided by the
end of the game.
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the game's ai is probably the most
important part of the experience. while
the amount of content in the game is

impressive, tiberian sun's biggest asset is
its ai, and the enemy ai is one of the best

in the series. the ai behavior is very
intelligent and dynamic, and it creates a
fair number of challenges. the ai takes
advantage of every advantage that the
player has. the ai will use units that are

deployed at the right time, place, and in a
good formation, and it will take
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advantage of any weaknesses in the
players strategy. you can use resources
to manipulate the ai's units, and many

units will react in a way that is difficult to
predict. you can also deploy special units

to scout out certain locations or units.
though command & conquer did not

directly affect many real-world conflicts of
the mid-1990s, the release of command &
conquer: red alert for pc and mac in 1995
influenced and inspired many a futuristic
war flick. the "big three" (u.s., russia, and
china) have become 'warring factions' as
nations refuse to accept the tiberium rain
they believe is killing the planet. it even
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inspired a short-lived cartoon series. (it is
actually pretty amazing that tiberium

wasnt more of a household term
considering the fact that it was an atomic

element.) tiberium is also used in its
namesake as the primary setting of the

science-fiction game command &
conquer, which came out in 1995. set in

the late 22nd century, command &
conquer pitted two opposing sides

against each other in a battle to control
the world's most valuable resource-

tiberium. the game is regarded as one of
the most influential pc games of all time,
and is considered the ultimate war game
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because of its use of strategy and tactics.
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